
ON BEST CONDITIONED MATRICES1

G. "E. FORSYTHE AND E. G. STRAUS

1. Main theorems. Let A be a positive definite Hermitian matrix

of finite order, and let A and X be its maximal and minimal eigenvalue

respectively. The condition number of A is the ratio P(A) =A/X in-

troduced by Todd [l]. Let 15 be a class of regular linear transforma-

tions. Define AT = T*AT. We say that A is best conditioned with re-

spect to T3 if P(AT) ^P(A) for all T&5.
In order to investigate whether A is best conditioned we remember

that

x*A x x*A x
(1) A = max-> A = min-

x X   X x X   X

and hence

(2) P(A) =      max      -—- •

We introduce the abbreviation R=R(T) =(T*)~1T~1. Now let

Ar, Xr be the extremal eigenvalues of AT. Setting u — Tx, we obtain

from (1) and (2):

x*T*ATx u*Au
\T = max- = max-1

x x*x u     u*Ru

x*T*ATx u*Au
\T = min - =  min ->

x x*x u     u*Ru

u*Au   v*Rv
(3) P(AT) =       max      ■-

||h||-IM1 = 1  v*Av    u*Ru

Thus, if we let Sa, S\ be the sets of unit eigenvectors of A belonging

to A and X respectively, then we obtain from (2)

(4) P(A) = —-, xGS^yE Sx.
y*^4y
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Hence from (3) and (4)

v*Rv
P(AT) ^ P(A)      max-

uGSa,v£S\  u*Ru

We thus have proved:

Lemma. If maxuGsA„,i=,sx (v*Rv/u*Ru) 7>1 for all 7"£13, then A is

best conditioned with respect to 15.

It will be convenient to introduce the concept of "separability by

15":
Definition. The sets Si, S2 are separable by 15 if there exists a

TE'S and a constant k so that

x*Rx < k < y*Ry,

for all x in one Sj and all y in the other.

Obviously, if Si, S2 are not separable by 15, then

(5) sup      ■-^ 1 for all T E15.
*Gs1f»gs, y*Ry

Combining (5) with the lemma, we have proved

Theorem 1. //.5a and S\ are not separable by 15, then A is best con-

ditioned with respect to 15.

The converse to Theorem 1 is not true without further conditions

on 15. As such a condition we introduce the following concept:

Definition. A set 15 of regular linear transformations is called

infiniiesimally complete if, for every 2""£15, there exist arbitrarily small

positive e, e' such that there are T„ 7*«« £15 with

/ + eR = c(T*ylT:\       I-e'R = c,(T*,)~lT~\

where c, c' are (positive) numbers.

Theorem 2. If15 is infiniiesimally complete and S\, S\ are separable

by 15, then A is not best conditioned with respect to 15.

Proof. By the hypothesis of separability there exists a T£15 and

a k>0 such that either

(I) x*Rx > k > y*Ry      for all x E Sa, y E Sx,

or

(II) x*Rx < k < y*Ry      for all xESA,yE Sx-
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In case (I) we have y*Ry/x*Rx<l for all x£Sa, yG-SV Hence there

exist neighborhoods U\, U\ of 5a, S\ on the unit sphere 5 so that for

every e>0

y*(I + eR)y
sup       - < 1.

xEUi,vEU\ x*(I + eR)x

Define U to be the Cartesian product UkXU\. Then

/ x*Ax\  / y*(I + tR)y\
(6) (    max   -)•(     sup    —-—J < P(A).

\ (i,»)6(; y*Ay)  \ u.Dgp x*(I + tR)x/

Let F = SXS—U. Then max{x,v)^F(x*Ax/y*Ay) <P(A). Hence we

may fix e so small that

/ x*Ax\  / y*(I + tR)y\
(7) (    max   -)•(    max   —-—1 < P(A).

\ d,t)GF  y*Ay/   \ (j,t)GP x*(I + eR)x/

By the infinitesimal completeness of 15, there is a 7"e£15 such that

y*Rty      y*(I + eR)y
(8)- = —-—,        where R, = R(T.).

x*Rtx      x*(I + eR)x

Putting (8) into (6) and (7), we then see from (3) that

(9) P(AT<) <P(A).

The proof of (9) in Case (II) is entirely analogous, if we replace

I+eR in (6), (7), (8) by I-e'R. But (9) proves the theorem.

2. Applications. As examples of infinitesimally complete classes

15 we may cite:

(i) Quasidiagonal matrices. These are matrices of form

~Mi      0   • • •   0 "

0      M2 ■ ■ ■   0
T=      ■ •     ,

_ 6        0   • • • Ms_

where each Mi is a square matrix of arbitrary preassigned order. An

important subclass is the following:

(ii) Diagonal (or real diagonal or positive diagonal) matrices D.

Here forming D*AD is a special case of the common practice of pre-

conditioning A by scaling rows and columns. This is used, for exam-

ple, to make A more easily invertible by a numerical process. For

numerical operations on a general nonsingular matrix C the condition
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number P(A), where A = CC*, is often significant. Preconditioning of

C by scaling rows alone yields a matrix Ci=D*C, for which CiCf

= D*AD. Minimizing P(D*AD) (at least approximately) thus has

practical importance for both Hermitian and general matrices.

If D is a regular diagonal matrix, then x*Rx assumes the particu-

larly simple form

(10) x*Rx = x*(D*)~lD-lx = X) I <*«h2| Xi\2.
i-l

Thus separability by class (ii) means Sa and 5X can be separated by

an axis-oriented, origin-centered ellipsoid. From (10) we can estab-

lish

Theorem 3. A sufficient condition for A to be best conditioned with

respect to class (ii) is that, for some pair of eigenvectors xx, xx belonging

to A, X,

(11) \xt\ = \x)\ (i= 1, ••• ,«).

Moreover, if A, X are simple eigenvalues, (11) is also necessary.

Proof. If (11) holds, then, by (10), x*Rx assumes the same value

for both xk and xx. The sufficiency then follows from Theorem 1. On

the other hand, if A and X are simple then 5a, 5x consist of two points

each. We then see that (11) is necessary and sufficient for separability

of 5a and S\. This proves the necessity.

Note that (11) says that xA, x* are reflections of each other in some

coordinate subspace.

When A or X is multiple, there are inseparable 5a, 5x containing

no *A, xx which are reflections of each other. For an example of this,

let
"1    a    a~

A =    a    1    a   , 0 < a < 1.

_a   a    1_

Here A = l+2a; 5a consists of two points ±P, where P

= (1, 1, 1)/31/2. Also X = l— ct (double root), and 5X is the circle

x+y+z = 0, x2+y2+z2 = l. Now we show that it is impossible to

separate 5x from 5a by any quadratic surface/(x, y, z)=ax2-\-by2

+cz2=d. First, f(P) = (a+b+c)/3. Let r = l/21'2. Take, on 5X, Pi

= (r, -r, 0), P2 = (r, 0, -r), and P3 = (0, r, -r). Then f(Px)

= (a+b)/2,f(P2) = (a+c)/2 and f(P3) = (b+c)/2. Hence/(P) = [/(Px)
+/(P»)+/(P»)]/3, and/(P) must lie between the extreme values of

the/(P,).
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Theorem 3 will be applied to prove a conjecture of Young [2].

The conjecture is significant for an iterative solution of certain sys-

tems of linear equations.

Theorem 4. A positive definite Hermitian matrix of form

where Ip, Iq are unit matrices, is always best conditioned with respect to

class (ii).

Proof. Let r be the rank of B. The semidefinite matrix B*B has

exactly r positive eigenvalues v2, which we number so that 0<>?

^ • • -^v2. Let B*Byi=v2yi. One finds that the partitioned vectors

(Byi, +Viyi) are 2r linearly independent eigenvectors of Q belonging

to the 2r eigenvalues 1+Vi (i = l, ■ ■ ■ , r). Since Q is definite, all

If p — r>0, there are p — r linearly independent vectors Uj with

B*Uj = 0. Then (ujt 0) are p — r linearly independent eigenvectors of Q

belonging to the eigenvalue 1. Similarly, if q — r>0, there are q — r

linearly independent eigenvectors of Q of type (0, vk), which all belong

to the eigenvalue 1. Here all Bvk=0.

We have found all p+q eigenvalues of Q, and see that the largest

is A = 1+jv, with an eigenvector (Byr, vryT). The smallest is X = l — vr

with an eigenvector (Byr, —vryr). Theorem 3 then completes the

proof.

For any scalar c, P(cD*QD) =P(D*QD). It would be interesting to

know, for the Q of (12), when the class cQ contains all the best condi-

tioned transforms D*QD. These transforms essentially constitute

the matrices with Young's Property A [3], often encountered in the

numerical solution of partial differential equations.

We can show that the partitioned positive definite matrices

Veil,      B "j

L B*     ctlj

are best conditioned if and only if c\ —c2. On the other hand, the third

order matrices

"1    0    b~

Q =   0   d   0  ,

_b   0    1_
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where | b | < 1 and 1 — | 61 ̂  <i ̂ 1 +1 & |, are all best conditioned, with

P(Q)=(l + \b\)-(l-\b\)-\ We conjecture that, for Q as in (12),
any best conditioned matrix D*QD^cQ has the form

~cIPl     0      Bi-

ll*     0     DPi     0    n

_B*i        0      clq.

where DPi is diagonal and II is a permutation matrix.
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